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Agenda

1. Language Models

› Pre-Training
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2. Fine-Tuning
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› Behavioural Fine-Tuning

3.     Prompting

› Zero- and Few-Shot Prompting
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Scenario for this talk

› Task: Detecting sentiment on poem verses

› Dataset from Investigating Societal Biases in a Poetry Composition 
Systems; Emily Sheng, David Uthus; 2011.02686 

› Around 1100 crowd-sourced samples
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Verse Sentiment

that has a charmingly bourbon air. Positive

ah, what a pang of aching sharp surprise Negative

down in the west upon the ocean floor No Impact (Neutral)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.02686


Practical part of the talk

› Implement sentiment analysis for english poem verses

› Fine-Tune a pre-trained model

› Use prompting for a pre-trained model

› Compare different approaches and results

› Demo in Google Colab

› Slides and code on Github ⇒  github.com/pfecht/data2day_2022 
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https://github.com/pfecht/data2day_2022
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Pre-Trained Language Models



Pre-Trained Language Models (PLM)
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› Language Model (LM): Given a context, predict the next word:
› the weather was [MASK] ⇒  [MASK] = (0.5 hot, 0.3 cold, …)

› Semi-supervised learning task (without labels) 
› Trained on very large datasets.

› Transformer-architecture scales up to trillions of parameters  

› Large LM encode general knowledge features



Why “Pre-Trained”?
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Pre-Training Fine-Tuning or Prompting

Source task Target task(s)

Language modeling

...

Token Classification (NER)

Sentence Classification
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Left-to-Right language models

The data2day is [MASK]

(Left-to-Right) Language Model

neat Predicts the next token 
given a sequence of 
tokens.

Models

› GPT-2, GPT-3

(Main) application

› Text generation
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Masked Language Model (MLM)

The [MASK] is awesome

Masked Language Model

data2day Predicts a masked token 
in a sequence of tokens  
(cloze task).

Models

› BERT

(Main) application

› Classification
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Text Completion in Parrot
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Our Scenario: Model and dataset

› Selecting the type of model
– Masked language model for sentiment analysis
– load bert-base-uncased  from huggingface transformers

› Prepare the dataset
– Load the poem sentiment dataset with datasets
– Tokenization

https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased
https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/index
https://huggingface.co/docs/datasets/index
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Fine-Tuning



Pre-Training and Fine-Tuning
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Pre-Training Fine-Tuning or Prompting

Source task Target task(s)

Language modeling

...

Token Classification (NER)

Sentence Classification
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Fine-Tuning: Sentiment Analysis 

Input x: “Germany is a 
country in [MASK]”

Output y: “Europe”

Input x: “a charmingly 
bourbon air.”

Output y = positive

Example: Sentiment analysis on poem verses

Pre-Training

Fine-Tuning
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Pre-Training and Fine-Tuning

Pre-Training

Fine-Tuning

The [MASK] is awesome

Masked Language Model

data2day

Language 
Model

Linear
Layer

Positive

Negative

Neutral



Download bert-base-uncased model 

from huggingface model hub.

Fine-tune bert-base-uncased for text 
classification and the sentiment task.
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Our Scenario: Fine-Tuning the model

Pre-Training

Fine-Tuning



Adaptive Fine-Tuning

› Additional step to continue the pre-training on different data 

› Can be domain-, task- or language-specific.

› Improves performance while losing the generalization capabilities.
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https://ruder.io/recent-advances-lm-fine-tuning/ 

https://ruder.io/recent-advances-lm-fine-tuning/
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Adaptive Fine-Tuning: Domain Adaptation

Input x: “a charmingly 
bourbon air.”

Output y = positive

Input x: “among the ____ 
of mankind”

Output y: “ nicest”

Input x: “The world  is a 
beautiful ____”

Output y: “place”

Example: Sentiment Analysis

Domain Adaptation

Pre-Training

Fine-Tuning

Domain 
Adaptation



Continue Pre-training (!) with public available 

poem dataset (not the poem sentiment used for 
fine-tuning!)  
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Our scenario: Domain Adaptation

Download bert-base-uncased from 

huggingface model hub.

Fine-tune adapted-lm on sentiment task with 
sentiment poem dataset (as before).

Domain Adaptation

Pre-Training

Fine-Tuning

Domain 
Adaptation

https://hci-lab.github.io/LearningMetersPoems/


Behavioural Fine-Tuning

› Additional step to teach the model task-specific behaviour 

› Intermediate-task training: Supervised learning of a related task (for 
instance for named entities) 
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https://ruder.io/recent-advances-lm-fine-tuning/ 

https://ruder.io/recent-advances-lm-fine-tuning/
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Intermediate-task training

Pre-Training

Fine-Tuning Input x: “a charmingly 
bourbon air.”

Output y = positive

Input x: “saw how bad 
this movie was”

Output y = negative

Input x: “The world  is a 
beautiful ____”

Output y: “place”

Example: Sentiment Analysis

Intermediate-Task 
Training



Use model bert-base-uncased-sst2 

-  provided by the community (!)
-  trained on SST2 and GLUE dataset
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Our scenario: Intermediate-task training

Fine-tune bert-base-uncased-sst2 on 
sentiment task with poem dataset.

Pre-Training

Fine-Tuning

Intermediate-Task 
Training



Summary: Fine-Tuning
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› Fine-Tuning has become fast and straight-forward

› Domain adaptation can help to transfer to a different domain / 

language

› Intermediate task-training can teach task-specific knowledge .



Prompting
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Prompting Overview
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Define a prompt to formulate the original task as language modeling 
problem. 

› No architectural changes needed.

› Popularized by  GPT-3

› Mainly possible with 

large models

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2107.13586.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.14165
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2107.13586.pdf
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Chain-of-Thought Prompting

https://ai.googleblog.com/2022/05/language-maodels-perform-reasoning-via.html

https://ai.googleblog.com/2022/05/language-models-perform-reasoning-via.html#:~:text=In%20%E2%80%9CChain%20of%20Thought%20Prompting,step%20problems%20into%20intermediate%20steps


Prompting in this talk

› Use prompting for text classification (sentiment analysis)

– How well does the sentiment model perform without any data?

› Apply prompt-based fine-tuning using the training data.

– How do the results compare to “regular” fine-tuning?
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Aspects of Prompting
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Input x: “a charmingly bourbon air.”

“x. It was such a [MASK] feeling.”

[MASK] = fantastic

“a charmingly bourbon air. 
It was such a [MASK] feeling.”

Answer Mapping: 
[MASK] = fantastic ⇒ y = positive

Prompt Design

Answer Engineering
(Verbalizer)

Template

Prediction 
(most likely word)

Prompting using 
Pre-Trained LM

Answer Mapping

http://phontron.com/class/anlp2021/assets/slides/anlp-10-prompting.pdf 

http://phontron.com/class/anlp2021/assets/slides/anlp-10-prompting.pdf


OpenPrompt 
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https://github.com/thunlp/OpenPrompt 

› OS Framework for 
Prompt Learning

› Simplifies usage and 

generation of prompts

› Integrates huggingface 
transformers 

https://github.com/thunlp/OpenPrompt


› Automatic Prompt Search 

› Soft Prompts instead of discrete prompts
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There is much more in prompting…

https://ai.googleblog.com/2022/02/guiding-frozen-language-models-with.html 

https://ai.googleblog.com/2022/02/guiding-frozen-language-models-with.html
https://ai.googleblog.com/2022/02/guiding-frozen-language-models-with.html


Prompt Engineering in Parrot
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Summary
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I can use a huge language 
model like GPT-3.

Finally, which approach to select?
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Fine-Tuning

I have large training dataset 
but very limited hardware

I have few / no training data

Prompting & Fine-Tuning

Prompting

http://phontron.com/class/anlp2021/assets/slides/anlp-10-prompting.pdf 

http://phontron.com/class/anlp2021/assets/slides/anlp-10-prompting.pdf


Find us, follow us
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@inovexgmbh @inovexlife inovex



Pascal Fecht
Software Developer

inovex GmbH
Ludwig-Erhard-Allee 6
76131 Karlsruhe

pascal.fecht@inovex.de

Thank you!



Other aspects of Fine-Tuning

› Parameter-Efficient Fine-Tuning

– Only fine-tune certain parameters of the model

– Share large parts of the pre-trained model across multiple models.

› Knowledge Distillation

– How many parameters are really required?

– Pre-trained models need to fit on my infrastructure for fine-tuning and 
inference (!)
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Arithmetic reasoning: The larger, the better!

Tom is 2 times older than Lisa. 3 years 
ago, the sum of their current ages will be 
66.  What are their present ages?

Assume that Tom’s age is x. Its is given that 
the Lisa is twice as old as Tom, then,  Lisa’s 

age will be 2x

Equation: x + 3 + 2x + 3= 66 ⇒  x= 20 

So Tom’s age is 20 and Lisa’s age is 40.

https://leverageedu.com/blog/arithmetic-reasoning/ 

https://ai.googleblog.com/2022/05/language-maodels-perform-reasoning-via.html

Increasing model scale (parameters)
leads to improved performance (!)

https://leverageedu.com/blog/arithmetic-reasoning/
https://ai.googleblog.com/2022/05/language-models-perform-reasoning-via.html#:~:text=In%20%E2%80%9CChain%20of%20Thought%20Prompting,step%20problems%20into%20intermediate%20steps


Zero vs. Few-Shot Learning
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Language Models are Few Shot Learners, https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.14165.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.14165.pdf
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Prompting: Example poem sentiment

http://phontron.com/class/anlp2021/assets/slides/anlp-10-prompting.pdf

Input x: “Germany is a 
country in  ____”

Output y: “Europe”

Example: Prompting for 
poem verses sentiment 
analysis

Prompt-Based 
Fine-Tuning

Template: “x. It was 
such a z feeling.”

“a charmingly bourbon air. 
It was such a z feeling.”

Prediction:  z = 
fantastic

Answer Mapping: 
z = fantastic ⇒ y = positive

Pre-Training
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Prompt Types

Prefix Prompts

› LM predicts the next (or 
previous) token.

› Mainly for
– Text generation tasks
– Left-to-Right models 

Cloze Prompts

› LM predicts masked token in 
the prompt.

› Mainly for:
– Classification
– Masked Language models

http://phontron.com/class/anlp2021/assets/slides/anlp-10-prompting.pdf

“x. I don’t like this movie at all. It was 
such a [MASK] movie.”

“The german translation of  “x” is 
________”
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BERT in AllenNLP Demo


